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INTRODUCTION

Communications is the glue that binds our operational forces together. More and more,
today’s Navy has become a collection of information processing systems linked together
with communications and dependent on locally or remotely constructed data bases. These
data bases are in themselves dependent on communications to gather the data and to
provide the data to other information processing systems or to an overlaid command
structure. This command structure also uses communications to formulate and disseminate
policy and decision among peers and to direct and control the actions of subordinates.
Communications is a critical, supporting element of Command and Control--so critical that
the C for communications has been elevated to the stature of the other C’s in C3.

With today’s threats our communication systems are more vulnerable than ever. The
enemy is becoming increasingly sophisticated and proficient and is spending substantial
time and energy in the field of electronic warfare (E.W.). Our links are increasingly
vulnerable. We are forced to find better ways of doing business.

For communication links this typically means trading off link capacity for communication
techniques which provide security (information and information flow), anti-jam, low
probability of intercept and low probability of detection, etc. To compound our problem
the communications needs of the Navy continue to grow rapidly. The effectiveness of the
fleet is dependent on fighting battles as an integrated battle-group. This requires
coordination which in turn requires communications. More and different types of traffic
will have to be handled with better response times. We face a dilemma. At a time when we
need additional capacity we find ourselves forced to give up capacity to achieve a degree
of electronic counter counter-measures (ECCM).

For different reasons the public and private sectors have also been forced to cope with an
escalating need for expensive communications and have looked to technology for a
solution. Fortunately, a happy marriage of distributed computer capabilities to computer-



to-computer communication techniques has given birth to the technology to solve the
problem. Computer-to-computer communication networks make use of relatively
inexpensive processors to obtain increased throughput from relatively expensive
communication resources. These computer communication networks are ideally suited to
users with the following characteristics:

• Bursty users
• Large numbers in the community of users
• Users with high peak loads

These attributes apply to the Naval Telecommunication System (NTS) and the application
of these techniques to the military sector makes more than superficial sense.

COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKING

Computer communication networking was developed in the private sector in response to
two trends: (1) a continuing increase in the cost of communication links coupled with a
rapidly escalating need for communications and (2) a substantial decrease in the cost of
small computer systems coupled with an understanding that small computer systems used
for communications can increase substantially the efficiency of use of communications
links. Said another way, a communication link typically sits idle waiting for a user.
Automation can be used to assign communication capacity to users on demand. Extend this
logic to collections of circuits and enforce a segmenting of longer messages/data transfers
into packets and you have state-of-the art communications technology--packet switched,
communications networks. (It should be mentioned there still is, and always will be, a need
for dedicated links and circuit switching).

THRUST AREAS

We have identified four major thrust areas which, we believe, must be advanced (in an
iterative fashion) to transition the present Navy Telecommunications System (NTS) into a
future, integrated, communications network based on computer communications
technology. These are:
• adoption of (abstract and specific) network design construction standards.
• development of capabilities to analyze network structures.
• automation of network nodes.
• continued development of communication links.

Item D, continued development of communication links, is recognized as a full-bodied,
funded, ongoing effort with, hopefully, no end in sight. High Frequency Improvement
Program, Joint Tactical Information Distribution System, Advanced SATCOM, UHF-AJ-



Line of Sight, etc are examples of these efforts. “Networkers” applaud efforts to develop
robust links and will make use of these improved communications resources in the
networks of the future.

Item C, automation of the network nodes of course, encompasses the design, development,
and acquisition of the hardware, software, and procedures which will cause computer
communication networks to come into existence in the Navy. The Navy will be required to
invest heavily in R&D and system development of automated nodes for the future NTS.
Local area networking techniques will play a role in this arena.

Item B, development of capabilities to analyze network structures, is believed to be a
critical (to the Navy) thrust area in view of the increasing complexity of the NTS and the
added degrees of freedom which networking will permit to the structure. It is believed that
“what if” types of interactive, network simulation aids will be a valuable tool both for
network structure managers (long range and short term) and for network acquisition
managers.

Item A, acceptance and application of network design construction standards, is receiving
intensive attention in the international community and is best represented (at the highest
levels) by the reference model for open systems interconnection of the International
Standards Organization (ISO). The architecture is a seven-layered protocol. A protocol is a
standard of agreement. Layering of protocols is gaining popular acceptance as a
construction standard. The layers are arranged in a hierarchy and lower levels of the seven
are generally understood to provide the “communications” services while the upper levels
provide the “user” services. The very low levels have received good definition and several
standards exist.

NETWORK DESIGN CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

As mentioned earlier, an analysis of the present way of using Navy communications
systems might indicate a new method of doing business is in order. The old method of
doing business would best be described as vertical system development (Figure 1-a).
Vertical system development is characterized by high expense, variable performance, and
inefficient use of resources. This has been recognized for communications systems in the
public and private sectors. For the military, this vertical system development has the
additional undesirable attribute of making communications vulnerable. Individual links are
unreliable and can be jammed, exploited, or deceived. New methods have been and
continue to be developed. Figure 1-b shows the same scenario serviced by
communications implemented in a horizontal fashion. This is based on a premise that “data
is data” and that communications, for cost and performance reasons, should and can
service a community of users (common user). This scenario allows for automatic demand



assignment of communication users to communication assets. For the military this can be
done recognizing precedence/priority. These techniques also inherently provide for
alternate-routing around failed nodes and links.

The approach is best handled with a separation of the communications processes and the
user processes. This requires some definition of the dividing line. Decisions must be made
about what services are provided by users for themselves and what services are provided
by the communications system for the users [i.e., services like: virtual circuit vs datagram,
error detection, error correction, security, privacy, etc]. Additional divisions should be
introduced within the user processes and within the communication processes. A concept
of layering of services should be embraced. This layering would adopt the concept of
“information hiding.” That is, each layer would be responsible for providing certain pre-
specified functions and would interface to the users of these services in a rigid specified
manner. This is protocol. However, within the layers the “how to” of providing the
services would be the perogative of the designers and implementers. This frees creative
people to do quality work and permits upgrade and enhancement of services without major
impact to the overall system.

Protocols and protocol layering are arenas of intense technical activity. The ISO and the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) have been collaborating to develop a model
(Reference 1) which has recently been submitted to the members of ISO for approval . The
model is labeled the Basic Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection and is a
seven layer, hierarchical protocol. The model is mentioned here for the sake of
completeness but for an example I have chosen a model which seems appropriate to C3
(Reference 2). The Cipriano-Cohen model is briefly described in Table I and consists of
eight layers (called levels) in a hierarchy. It should be noted the eighth layer is in fact the
user’s which reduces this to the popularly accepted seven layers. Layers 6 and 7 could be
typified as user-oriented processes, whereas Layers 1 through 5 are communications
oriented. This places more emphasis on communications functions than is present in the
ANSI/ISO model and may be simply a reflection of the increased understanding of the
functions of the lower levels.

TABLE 1.  Strawman Heirarchical Layering Structure for C3I (Reference 2)

• Level 8, External Environment:  this level includes processes and functions outside the
boundaries of the C3 system itself which must interface to the system, e.g., users, other
systems;

• Level 7, Access Processing:  this level contains processes and functions required to
convert user/external information into system compatible form, e.g., data entry and
display, user I/O, mechanical to electrical conversion, analog-to-digital conversion;



• Level 6, Information Processing:  processes and functions to perform C3 or intelligence
processing, e.g., code conversion, user support functions, data storage and retrieval,
applications programs;

• Level 5, Communications Network Processing:  processes and functions necessary to
provide end-to-end logical transfer of information through a communcations network,
e.g., message processing concentration, end-to-end coding, addressing control;

• Level 4, Communications Link Processing:  processes and functions necessary to
ensure logical transfer across single communications links, e.g., link control, error
coding, synchronization;

• Level 3, Transmission Link Processing:  processes and functions needed to convert
information from logical to electromagnetic and other form suitable for transmission,
e.g., modulation/demodulation, power amplification, logical to physical conversion,
transmission media interface;

• Level 2, Transmission Input/Output Processing:  processes/functions related to
physical, electrical and mechnaical interface necessary to accomplish transmission; and

• Level 1, Transmission Medium:  this level is the electrical, electromagnetic, optical or
physical mechanism used to accomplish transmission.

To the benefit of all involved, the partitioning and information hiding inherent in protocol
layering permits understanding of the parts which contribute to the whole and reduces a
complex system to manageable pieces. The Navy should recognize the benefit and value of
this approach. We further must recognize the magnitude of the work involved in making
the many decisions which will delineate the boundaries and define the layers. In view of
the nature of the undertaking and the requirement for top-down implementation we should
begin immediately to allocate top level functions to appropriate layers of a multi-layer
protocol. Interfaces could then be defined and specified to allow system developers to
begin development of pieces which will fit the future NTS. This is in essence the
development of transition guidance.

MANAGEMENT OF NETWORK STRUCTURE

The future Navy communication network will be comprised of associations of overlaid
networks. Each network should be composed of links/circuits of similar capabilities. This
concept is necessary to reduce the complexity of automatic traffic controllers at the
network nodes. Within this concept nodes and links could be added, deleted, or relocated
on a slow response basis (days to years) to suit traffic loads and traffic trends. It is readily
apparent that the introduction/removal of links from this complex is not an event of easily
understood consequences. It becomes imperative to introduce a “what if” system for
network structure managers and for network system acquisition managers.



These simulation systems should be evolved prior to or with the networks and their
development should be of an iterative network user/manager-network developer nature.
These aids should allow network development and acquisition groups to decide high level
issues such as routing control, access techniques, network topology, etc. Measures of
network performance (survivability, availability, throughput, delay, cost, etc.) should be
developed for use with the models. The models must provide data to answer questions on
network/network component suitability and acceptability. These answers would provide
guidance and direction during the network development and acquisition cycle. They would
also provide meaningful guidance to network system managers who will/should have the
responsibility and ability to restructure networks (relocate, reterminate, add, delete links)
on a slowly time variant basis to suit traffic loads and trends and expected scenarios.

We believe that simulation systems can and should be adopted as management and system
engineering aids and believe that system developers of each segment of the future NTS
should have a familiarity with and employ, as appropriate, these analysis tools during the
acquisition cycle.

AUTOMATION OF NETWORK NODES

The Navy Telecommunication System is, at present, comprised of multiple nodes scattered
over the face of the earth. Some are fixed (i.e., shore stations) and many are mobile (e.g.,
afloat tactical units). All are interconnected by a collection of discrete point-to-point links
of varying characteristics. The future should see this transformed into a collection of
overlaid, computer communication networks, each comprised of links of similar
characteristics terminated in highly automated nodes. Node automation will permit the
routing of messages (or packets) through a network using real-time routing algorithms to
choose the appropriate path. Network structure managers and, over the longer term.
network acquisition managers will determine the placement of links and nodes. This
function can be thought of as communication management in the range of days-to-months
and years-to-decades respectively. In continuing the analysis two other classes of
communication management can be characterized. These are in the time ranges of minutes-
to-hours and on the order of seconds and we have chosen to label them resource provision
and traffic management respectively.

“Traffic management” would introduce messages (or packets) from a node into the
appropriate network and/or move messages from one net into another for relay or recovery
from degradation of service. At a given point in time, a node has available to it a set of
communication resources (links or channels) of varying characteristics (termination, delay,
capacity, error rate, security, etc.) and is presented with a queue of traffic for transmission.
This traffic may originate internal to the node or may be received by the node for relay. 



The job of the traffic manager would be to efficiently allocate the available communication
resources to effectively service the queued traffic. Typical functions would be:

• Sort and queue traffic for transmission recognizing precedence and priority
• Route and transmit outgoing traffic
• Receive and distribute incoming traffic
• Maintain information security
• Maintain control security
• Request communication resources

“Traffic management” would be supported by an automated “resource provider” where
resource is defined as a communication capability such as bandwidth, data rate, bit error
rate, etc. The job of the resource provider would be to manage the communication assets
within a given node. Communications assets consist of transmitters, receivers, antennas,
couplers, modems, security devices. etc., and they can be configured automatically over a
period of minutes to provide a variety of communication resources. The resource provider
would configure the available assets to provide communication resources matched to
actual and anticipated traffic loads and linkages. Typical functions would be:

• Maintain and update an equipment data base
• equipment availability
• equipment capability
• equipment status

• Maintain and work within specified communication plans
• Provide communication resources in response to requests

• design and construct circuits
• assemble and disassemble equipment strings
• test and maintain circuits

• Work with and support a human operator

“Resource provision” would exercise electronic control of equipment and of equipment
connections to establish strings of equipment into communications resources. This
resource restructuring would be in response to requests from “traffic management” based
on communication requirement trends. “Traffic management” and “resource provision”
would further be supported by “test and monitoring” (quality assurance). Test and
monitoring would measure and monitor the health of equipment and circuits, networks and
gateways. These interacting systems, supported by appropriate subsystems, will form the
heart of network node automation.



LOCAL AREA NETWORKING

As part of node automation, it will be necessary to provide a flexible and adaptable
mechanism to interface the users and their processes to the “communications systems”.
This will be necessary to allow the user community to add and delete, enhance and modify,
and replan and relocate their user functions as desired with minor or no consideration of
the underlying communications services. Local area networking will provide a stepping
stone to that mechanism.

A local area network is an automated data communications system interconnecting
computers, terminals, and/or peripherals located within an area of up to a few kilometers.
Local computer communications networking technology has developed rapidly over the
past five years, and many local networking products are now appearing in the commercial
marketplace. The technology is now available to implement local networks in a structured
and cost effective manner. The technology is especially applicable to physically bounded
user communities, for example, Navy ships.

The capabilities provided by the local networking component of a node will be essential to
the successful operation of the system, and therefore highly visible. Thus, while the cost of
this system element should be a very small percentage of the total system cost,
management should pay careful attention to its development and implementation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Communications is a critical element of our command and control. We are encountering
increased requirements for Navy communications at a time when we are forced to give up
some communications capabilities to counter electronic warfare. We can take advantage of
technology developments in the public/private sectors and tailor them to military
requirements. These technology developments are techniques developed for computer-to-
computer communications and are most applicable to a large community of bursty users
with a tendency to high peak loading. These attributes are shared by the NTS users and it
is felt there are substantial increases in performance to be achieved by applying computer
communication networking techniques to Navy communication problems.

These networking techniques assume a demand access to common communication
resources. The Navy may have to change some current ways of doing business since much
of our communications at present is developed and supported by and for specific uses. In
the future, communications can and should be provided for a community of users. Some
basic decisions must be made about services to be provided. A layering of services is
strongly recommended. Standards should be developed and applied at the interfaces. 



Developers and implementors should be free to optimize systems within these protocols.
Layered protocols can provide meaningful transition guidance to a future NTS.

The future NTS will depend heavily on node automation. The Navy will be required to
invest heavily in research and development in this area. Node automation will take
advantage of distributed processing and attendant cost advantages of collections of small
processors. Automation in general will be used to gain increased performance from
communication resources. Local area networking will be used to flexibly interface the
users to their communication systems and to provide a vehicle for easy access to local user
services.

The above is a reflection of a communications revolution. Change appears inevitable.
Technology is becoming available which responds to our military communications needs.
We can and should take advantage of these opportunities. These changes may extend into
our ways of doing business. We should prepare and treat the change as opportunity.
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FIGURE 1-a TRADITIONAL (“VERTICAL”) SYSTEMS

FIGURE 1-b FUTURE (“HORIZONTAL”) SYSTEMS


